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many interesting papers were read, such as the one by
Rydygier on Vesico-vaginal Fistul&aelig; (twenty-one cases, all
but one cured), and E. Frankel (Breslau) on the Mechanical
Treatment of Retro-deviation of the Uterus. This author is

against Alexander’s operation, where, out of 118 reported
cases, three deaths occurred; in fourteen cases no results ;
in others a pessary had to be permanently worn after
the operation; and in many cases sufficient time had not
elapsed to speak of a definite cure of the ailment by the
operation. Several papers were read on Castration for
Epilepsy, for Neuroses, and for Diseases of the Fallopian
Tubes. These led to a long discussion, in which the best
known German gynaecologists took part, and several
(Freund, Olshausen, Schatz) were either opposed to castra-
tion for pure neuroses, or advised the operation only in
those cases where all other means failed.
In many of the other special sections, such as those of

Neurology, Laryngology, Diseases of Children, Forensic
Medicine, and Hygiene, excellent work was done; but it is
impossible to do justice to the communications in this
short report. The most important papers will be published
separately in the special journals, as the Association only
publishes short abstracts.

In conclusion, a brief reference may be made to the
exhibition of scientific instruments and drugs. Besides
the usual collection of microscopes, microtomes, electrical
apparatus-all by the best German makers,-the exhibition
contained numerous physical and physiological instruments,
geological charts, and collections of preserved animals,
showing the value of new methods of preservation for
museum purposes. The specimens exhibited by Prof.
Semper (Wurzburg), were beautifully preserved, and the
method seemed specially useful for class demonstrations.
The exhibition, besides a practical, had thus also an ed uca-
tional value, and we can only recommend the adoption of a
similar arrangement to the exhibitions held annually with
our Association meeting. An excellent catalogue was pre-
pared and edited by Dr. Lassar, of Berlin, who worked
indefatigably for the museum, and took a conspicuous part
in the arrangement of the social gatherings and amuse-
ments which passed off so successfully. The English visitors
are especially indebted to him for the very cordial recEp-
tion they received, and thb assistance he rendered them.

LIVERPOOL.

(From our own Correspondent.)

HOSPITAL SUNDAY AND SATURDAY IN LIVERPOOL.

THE annual meeting in connexion with the Hospital
Sunday and Saturday collections was held in the Town-hall
on the 5th inst., the late Mayor, Sir David Radcliffe, pre-
siding. As next January will witness the seventeenth

anniversary of this movement in Liverpool, it may be

regarded as a well-established institution. In further proof
of this it may be stated that although the weather last
Hospital Sunday was as unfavourable as it could be, and in
spite of the depression of trade being then at its worst, the
collections realised the total of &pound;6217. In addition to this
there were donations amounting to &pound;158; while the Hos-
pital Saturday boxes yielded a total of .63149, an increase of
.6500 over last year&mdash;a most gratifying proof of the increased
interest taken in the hospitals by the working men. It
was suggested by Sir William Forwood that the Committee
should consider the advisability of changing the Sunday
from January to May. There was a much larger meeting
than usual, and considerable interest was taken in the
proceedings.
THE ROYAL INFIRMARY: RESIGNATION OF DR. WATERS.

Dr. Waters, the senior physician to the Royal Infirmary,
has resigned the office of physician, which he has held for a
period of fifteen years, having been elected in 1871 in place
of the latp Dr. Inman, who resigned in that year. It is
hoped, however, that the infirmary will not lose Dr. Waters’
services entirely, but that he will, as consulting physician,
he enahled to give the acting staff, students, and patients the
benefi of his large experience. There is a growing feeling
in favour of making the offices of cnnsulting physician and
consulting surgeon really useful, and not merely ornamental,
as it must be confessed they have too frequently been. By

this resignation Dr. Thomas R. Glynn, Professor of Physic
at the Liverpool University College, becomes senior phy--
sician. Dr. Caton is at present the only candidate for the-
vacant office.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

The election of Mr. W. Mitchell Banks as the representa-
tive of the Victoria University on the Medical Council has
given general satisfaction here. Mr. Banks is well known
as one who is deeply interested in all that relates to medical’
education, in which he has had considerable experience. He
is essentially a practical man, and will make a valuable.-
addition to the Council.

FALSE CHARGES AGAINST MEDICAL STUDENTS.

A report was published in the local papers that the medical;
students of the Liverpool School of Medicine had contri-
buted to a disturbance at the Exhibition on the night of its.
closure. Mr. Paul, the Vice-Dean of the Medical Faculty,.
University College, made it his business to investigate the.
matter, and found that the statement was erroneous. Only
three students were present during the evening, and they allleft before the disorder commenced. Mr. Paul, in a letter
which also appeared in the daily papers, alluded to the fact
that the title of medical student is often assumed by young-
men who have no claim to it, and he describes the local
medical students as being as well conducted as any other
body of young men. Mr. Paul deserves the thanks of aU
for thus disproving a charge easily made and not always so.
easily disproved.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES IN LIVERPOOL.

A temporary hospital has been erected on ground adjoin-
ing the Netherfield-road Hospital for infectious diseases.
The structure which has just been completed is admirably
adapted for a fever hospital. It contains two commodious-
sick wards for six patients each, a room for nurses, and
other accommodation. It is heated by two large ventilating
stoves, and will be lighted by a new system of gas illumi-
nation. The hospital has been put up in a remarkably short
time, and its erection has been superintended by Mr. Gerson
Trier, manager of the English branch of the Daecker Hospital
and Hut Factory. It has been officially visited by the city-
surveyor, Mr. Shelmerdine, and Mr. Thompson, clerk of works.

Liverpool, Nov. 16th.

NORTHERN COUNTIES NOTES.

GATESHEAD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL.

AT a meeting of the Committee of the Gateshead Children’s
Hospital, held at the Town Hall on Friday last, it was
determined to advertise for tenders, and to proceed with
the erection of the building as soon as possible, so as to
make it at the same time a Jubilee memorial. The hospital
is to be constructed on the pavilion principle, on a site of
two acres generously given by Lady Northbourne as a free-
gift to the hospital.

THE NEWCASTLE HOSPITAL SUNDAY FUND.

The collections for the hospitals were taken on the 24tb
and 25th of last month, and so far it would appear from
the lists of subscriptions published that there has been an
increased interest taken, as shown by the amounts as com-
pared with last year’s.

THE VOTING IN THE NORTH.

A considerable number of practitioners in the north
received their voting papers on last Saturday, most of which.
are as promptly returned to the offices of the Medical
Council. I am no "prophet," but still we are "clannish" in the=
north, and very few scattered votes will be given; fully
75 per cent. of the voters are in favour of three candidates.

NEWCASTLE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

A very extensive, valuable, and important collection of
land shells, Helices, Bulimi, &c., has lately been presented
to this museum by Mrs. Anga,s, Norland-square, Notting-
hill, London, collected in various parts of the world by her
late husband, Mr. George French Angas, who was a nativeof Newcastle, but. chiefly raided abroad, and was wen
known as a natnralist and a scientist. Mr. Angas’s sketches’
of the natural history and inhabitants of Australia and New


